
MAY THE PASSION OF JESUS BE ALWAYS IN OUR HEARTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

THE PASSIONISTS 
 

PASSIONIST SYMBOLS 

MOUNTAIN AND CAVE, BLACK AND WHITE 

HEART AND CROSS, THE SIGN OF THE PASSION 
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THE MOUNTAIN 

 
• The mountain is one of the richest and most powerful of our religious 

symbols: it is both a high place, a place of transcendence and a centre, 
symbol of manifestation. 

 

• The mountain is a meeting place of heaven and earth. Its summit is the 
holy place to which God descends to meet us, and towards which we 
ascend to encounter God, God the transcendent. 

 

• The reality of the transcendence of God was keenly felt by Paul of the 
Cross. This can be seen from the language he uses when he speaks of 
God, language which emphasises the complete otherness of God. One 
of the names for God he uses most frequently is “His Divine Majesty”; 
other names include “the Most High” , “the Sovereign Good”, “the Great 
Giver of all that is good”, “the Divine Goodness”, “the Eternal Divine 
Father”. 

 

• Paul encountered the mountain of Monte Argentario eight months after 
writing his Rule, when on his first journey to Rome the ship on which he 
was travelling was becalmed off Monte Argentario. He would built his 
first Retreat of the Passionist Congregation on the mountain. 

 

• It was the mountain of the temptation, where Jesus prayed and fasted, 
the mountain to which, after preaching to the crowds, he withdrew in 
order to pray; it is the lonely place to which he invited his disciples to 
come in order to rest for a while. 

 

• For St. Paul of the Cross, the symbol of the mountain is interpreted in 
relation to these moments in the life of Christ, as we see from a letter 
Paul wrote to Henry Stuart, Cardinal Duke of York 

 
In accordance with the lights which His Divine Majesty was 
please to give me, our Congregation is founded totally on 
prayer and fasting and true solitude, following the sacred 
counsels of our divine Saviour, who wishes his apostles to 
withdraw into solitude after their sacred missions: come 
apart and rest a while in solitude; and His Divine Majesty 
himself gave an example to this, since after his admirable 
divine preaching he withdrew to the Mountain to pray alone. 
(Letters III, 417f) 
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THE CAVE 
 

• The cave, like a secret chamber, the enclosed room, the tomb, is a 
place of revelation and of passage. It is the place to which a person 
withdraws to encounter God: the cleft in the rock, where Moses was 
placed by Yahweh (Exodus 33:22), the cavern at the entrance to which 
Elijah stood, listening to the sound of the gentle breeze (1 Kings 
19:12f), the cloud which covered the disciples at the Transfiguration. 

 

• The caves of Monte Argentario, which had attracted Paul of the Cross 
on first seeing the mountain, came to be represented by the “cells” or 
rooms of the Passionist Retreats, each cell or room being a place of 
isolation and withdrawal where the Passionist could be alone with God 
as in a hermitage. 

 

• The cave, the tomb as well as being a place of death is also a place of 
life or transformation and new life.  

 

• The cave becomes a place of communion with God and a place of 
prayer 

 
 

THE BLACK 
 

• Black is the complete absence of light; black is the colour of the night; 
the interior of the cave is black; black is the colour of mourning. 

 

• For Paul of the Cross, black is primarily a symbol of death; the one who 
wears black does so as a sign that they have died to sin, and also as a 
reminder of the death of Jesus. In the fragment of the first Rule, written 
at Castellazzo in 1720, we read 

 
And furthermore, dearly beloved, you must know that the main 
object of wearing black (according to the special inspiration that 
God gave me) is to be clothed in mourning for the Passion and 
Death of Jesus. For this purpose let us never forget to have 
always with us a constant and sorrowful remembrance of him. 
And so let each of the Poor of Jesus take care to instil in others 
meditation on the suffering of our dear Jesus.  

 

• Black also signifies dying to oneself which is necessary in order to 
share in the life of God, a dying which must take place each day: For 
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true servants and friends of God, life means dying every day: “we die 
every day” (Letters 1, 787). 

 
 

THE WHITE 
 

• Paul tells us that in the visions he received, the tunic was black but the 
cross and the name of Jesus were white. While black is the complete 
absence of light, white – a colour devoid of all colouring – seems close 
to light itself. 

 

• White is the colour of revelation, of grace and of transfiguration. It is the 
colour of the innocent, those without stain, and those who have turned 
away from sin and embraced a new way of life: the whiteness of the 
baptismal robe testifies to this. As Egon Sandler, author of ‘The Icon, 
image of the Invisible’ says, “white is the colour of those who are 
penetrated by the light of God”. 

 

• We find an interpretation of the white colour of the cross and name of 
Jesus in the words heard by Paul – “This signifies how pure and 
spotless that heart should be which must bear the holy name of Jesus 
graven upon it”.  

 
 

THE HEART 
 

• The heart symbolises the centre of the person. In the Bible, it 
represents the inner person; it is the place of the understanding and 
wisdom, of memory and imagination: “The heart has a central role in the 
spiritual life: it thinks, it decides, it makes plans, it acknowledges its 
responsibilities. Symbol of love, the heart is, for the Chinese, the cave 
in which there shines “the light of the spirit”.  

 

• In the Treatise of Mystical Death we read: “I want my heart to be a room 
for Jesus C giving him the key alone, so that he can be the sole owner, 
living there as he pleases and hiding away in it whatever he wishes”, 
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• Many of Paul’s letters are prefixed with references to the heart, “May 
our dearest Jesus live always in our hearts”, “Long live Jesus, our true 
Good and the Joy of our hearts”, “May Jesus, who is a fire of love, 
inflame our hearts”, “May the Passion of Jesus Christ be always in our 
hearts”. 

 

• The heart remembers the Passion of Jesus which the Passionist 
Community is to promote; thus when Paul speaks of promoting the 
memory of the Passion, he does so in terms of the heart. 

 

• The memory of the Passion seeks to light the fire of divine love in the 
hearts of those who are touched by it, and so it is the most effective 
means for overcoming evil. 

 

• The symbol of the heart reminds the one who wears it that they must 
strive after purity of heart in order to proclaim the Word of the Cross. 

 
 

THE CROSS 
 

• With the centre, the circle and the square, the cross is one of the 
four fundamental symbols. 

 

• It is “perhaps the most universal of symbols; all civilisations have 
made it their own”. 

 

• For Christians, the cross is the symbol of Christ’s victory over sin 
and death; it is the tree of life. Saint Bonaventure says, “The Cross is 
a tree of beauty; consecrated by the blood of Christ, it is filled with 
every fruit”. 

 

 
 
 

• Paul of the Cross speaks of the cross as “the tree of life” whose fruit 
appears bitter to the palate of the senses but is very sweet to the 
palate of the spirit. 
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• Paul urges his readers to become holy with the “hidden holiness of 
the Cross”. For Paul, the follower of Jesus is one who loves the 
cross. 

 

• The symbol of the heart surmounted by the cross expresses Paul’s 
profound intuition concerning the relationship between love and 
suffering. He sees the Passion as “the greatest and most 
overwhelming work of God’s love.” 

 
 

THE SIGN OF THE PASSION 
 

Writings towards the end of 1720, St Paul of the Cross says: “This 
last summer (I do not remember the day or the month because I 
did not write it down but I do know it was the grain harvest time) 
on a certain weekday in the Capuchin church in Castellazzo, I 
received Holy Communion with a deep sense of unworthiness. I 
remember that I was deeply recollected as if I were at prayer. 
When I came to a street corner to turn towards home, I was 
raised up in God in the deepest recollection, with complete 
forgetfulness of all else and with great interior peace. At that 
moment I saw myself clothed in a long black garment with a white 
cross on my breast, and below the cross the holy name of Jesus 
was written in white letters. At the same time I heard these words 
spoken to me, “This signifies how pure and spotless that heart 
should be which must bear the holy name of Jesus graven upon 
it.”  Shortly afterwards I saw in spirit the tunic presented to me 
with the holy name of Jesus and the cross all in white, but the 
tunic was black. I pressed it joyfully to my heart.” 
 
 

• The heart and the cross speak of a sorrowful and loving 
remembrance of the Passion. 

 

• The Sign of the Passion represented Paul’s desire that “the most 
holy Cross of Jesus be always planted in the centre of our heart”. 

 

• Wearing the Sign of the Passion was for Paul of the Cross a gift 
of the one he called “Crucified Love”. 
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adapted from 
THE ROLE OF SYMBOL IN PASSIONIST SPIRITUALITY 

Paul Francis Spencer, C.P. 
 

Studies in Passionist History and Spirituality No. 30 
Rome, 1992 
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THE CROSS 

 
the cross is the hope of Christians 

the cross is the resurrection of the dead 
the cross is the way of the lost 

the cross is the saviour of the lost 
the cross is the staff of the lame 
the cross is the guide of the blind 

the cross is the strength of the weak 
the cross is the doctor of the sick 

the cross is the hope of the hopeless 
the cross is the freedom of slaves 
the cross is the water of the seeds 

the cross is the consolation of the broken 
the cross is the source of those who seek water 

the cross is the cross of the naked 
We thank you, Father, for the cross 

 


